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ABOUT OUR COMPANY

Language Fluent aims to pave a simplistic and informative way 
to learn the top foreign languages of the world. We provide a 
well curated and organized curriculum to our students making 
their learning worthwhile and satisfactory. 

For the last 3 years, we have trained an extraordinary number 
of students from diverse areas and supported them through-
out their language learning journey. These students are able to 
accomplish their goals and objectives with Language Fluent’s 
detailed foreign language courses. 

The students are trained systematically starting from the ba-
sics, going through intermediate levels and finally stepping on 
the highest stones of advanced modules. At the end of each 
course, we provide certifications for each language that hold 
credibility and are internationally valid. 

Our various other services include online/offline teaching, 
translation, and interpretations in accordance with the client’s 
expectations and needs.
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OUR MISSION AND VISION

MISSION

To promote language learning in addition to
fostering knowledge of the cultures of countries

across the globe.  

VISION

To make language learning an affordable and
immersive experience accessible to all.
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Spanish Russian

English

Portuguese Italian 

French 

Japanese 

Chinese

Hindi 

ArabicKorean German

Learn your favorite language with us!
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EXPLORING THE ARABIC LANGUAGE
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“With our comprehensive Arabic Language Course, you can 
start speaking Arabic fluently, effortlessly and confidently with 
zero grammatical errors. You can reach your pre-determined 
language goals with regular evaluation of your progress. Our 
Arabic course combines the elements of innovation and mod-
ern learning techniques with valuable inputs from our expert 
mentors. 

By the end of the course, the student will be capable of hav-
ing direct conversations in Arabic as well as know how to write 
basic sentences. Students will be able to decipher messages 
written in Arabic and learning one of the top foreign languag-
es would help them in their personal and professional devel-
opment as well. 

The trainers at Language Fluent are professionals who have 
honed their skills with years of experience and thus, we promise 
you quality education with the best resources on our behalf.



WHY
 ARABIC?
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450 million speakers
ancient   language

25 countries 

rich culture
middle eastern language 

fierce and powerful 

unique vocabulary 
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WHY
LANGUAGE FLUENT?

We are authorized by SIELE & GOETHE.

Get an exclusive Language Learner’s Kit.

Learn with expert faculty at affordable prices.

Study on our interactive Mobile Application.

Get access to lectures 24x7.

Track your performance, with regular class evaluation.

Get access to our library for books and DVDs.

Experience interactive cultural sessions every week.
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COURSE CATEGORIZATION

Our curriculum begins from the most basic lessons and no prior knowl-

edge of Arabic is necessary except interest and passion for learning the 

language. The specifications for each level are described below:

Reading

After systematic training of few months, the student will be able to read 
texts which are descriptive, factual, or historical in nature and includes 
diagrams, graphics, illustrations, etc., which are taken from textbooks, 
journals, novels, newspapers, as well as various other resources.

Writing

Students will be able to summarize various media resources, books, 
graphs, illustrations, or records and form a narrative or concept to 
write on them in accordance with the requirement. They will be also 
able to write 200 words or well-detailed 500+ words essays according 
to their practice.
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Listening Comprehension

Students will be able to encapsulate information from various mono-
logues, news broadcasts, conversations, recordings, or from any other 
hearing substance in the language and decipher the meaning associat-
ed with them as well as convert it to a written form if required.

Speaking

Students will be able to hold face-to-face short Arabic interviews, speak 
at length on familiar or general knowledge topics, participate in a struc-
tured discussion on diverse topics, confidently communicate and speak 
fluently with native Arabic speakers or proficient speakers. Structure
Students can analyze and identify the missing part in sentences while 
simultaneously filling up the blank spaces with correct words. They can 
identify incorrect parts of sentences that do not relate to the context and 
make the required corrections necessary.

COURSE CATEGORIZATION
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CURRICULUM AND FEE STRUCTURE

Level 1 36 Hours

40 Hours

40 Hours

Rs. 12,000 

Rs. 14,000 

Rs. 16,000 

Group Batch (Level wise)

One-On-One Classes (Individual Student)
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Courses Course Duration Course Fee

Level 2

Level 3

Level 1 36 Hours

40 Hours

40 Hours

Rs. 14,000 

Rs. 16,000 

Rs. 18,000 

Courses Course Duration Course Fee

Level 2

Level 3

Note - 18% GST will be charged on all the 
courses & packages mentioned above.



COMBINED COURSES AND FEE 
STRUCTURE

Language Fluent provides a variety of combined courses at 
highly discounted prices. These intensive language learning 
combinations are designed keeping in mind the preferred 
academic and professional requirements according to your 
time-table. Our combined courses are internship and job ori-
ented as well as offer exclusive extra-curricular activities and 
cultural classes to know the history of the language.
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EXPERIENCING CULTURE AT LF

Language Fluent helps students absorb the cultural fragments 
through various extracurricular activities like debates, webi-
nars, live movie streaming, reading etc. These sessions also 
include verse meetings, book review sessions, and cooking 
classes which provide students with the opportunity to learn 
more about the culture of their country of choice.

Film Meetings
Film Meetings at Language Fluent are organized to expand 
familiarity and understanding of life in UAE. In these sessions 
students get an understanding of the vernaculars of Arabic 
culture.
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Cooking Classes
Students at Language Fluent are encouraged to explore the 
different aspects of Arabic food, not only to better compre-
hend the eating habits in UAE or their cuisine patterns but also 
to interpret and see the correlation between English and Ara-
bic language.

Verse Meetings 
In verse meetings, students compose their own sonnets in Ar-
abic or read assortments from well-known Arabic writers. Dis-
cussions on verse craftsmanship, music, dance, food and cel-
ebrations are taken up on a regular basis to impart knowledge 
about UAE.

Reading Activities 
Students are urged to understand articles and papers in Ara-
bic and offer their unique opinions on the matters during group 
interactions.

Book Review
Students at Language Fluent are urged to read more in Arabic 
and book reviewing sessions are organised. Famous books like 
Muqaddimah are included in the curriculum.
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Vocabulary and Pop Tests 
Pop tests are held routinely to guarantee regular surveying of 
themes to assist students with accomplishing their language 
goals. Our spelling quizzes help in upgrading the vocabulary 
and also make the students mindful of slang and words utilized 
by the locals. 

Essay Writing Competition 
Essay writing competitions are regularly organized to help the 
students enhance their writing skills. It also provides them with a 
competitive environment in which they can strive to become 
better and learn from their peers.
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INTRODUCING KID’S
LANGUAGE PROGRAMME

LINGO KIDS

Lingo Kids is an unique online Foreign Language Learning Pro-
gramme offered by Language Fluent for kids between the 
age group of 6-14 years. The languages offered are French, 
Spanish, German, and English. The course focuses on under-
standing the language through various cultural and extra-cur-
ricular activities designed especially for the kids. It’s a great 
opportunity to give your children the right exposure about the 
world, through various cultural perspectives.
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Corporate Training
We provide special training sessions for corporate employees 
which helps in expanding business and maintain cultural diver-
sity in corporations. Corporate language training helps them 
to work efficiently and to confidently interact with internation-
al clients.

Conversational Courses for Travel and Business
This special course is for individuals interested in learning a lan-
guage just for business or travel purposes. It covers the ba-
sics of your chosen foreign language and teaches you how 
to hold conversations with native speakers to conduct regular 
activities.

OTHER TRAINING AND COURSES

Job Oriented Courses
Job-Oriented Training course is for people who aspire to be-
come a professional in the language. Various activities are 
held to help the individuals learn about the language and the 
culture meticulously. On successful completion of the course, 
Language Fluent provides industry-oriented internship and job 
opportunities as well.
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Our experienced mentors, ratings and our team are the rea-
sons why you can count on us. We ensure that our courses 
meet the highest professional standards and quality. 

During the lectures, our teachers create an interactive and as-
tounding learning environment to make the students comfort-
able in the space. While our primary focus is on improving your 
language skills through the lessons, additionally it will increase 
your intelligence, critical thinking and confidence as well.

MEET OUR TRAINERS

“
“
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CONNECT WITH US

contact@languagefluent.com

@languagefluent

+91 9511752564, +91 8329683501

Looking for us online? Our Application is 
now live on Play Store and App Store.

Want access to free language lessons? 
Explore our exclusive playlist on YouTube.

Also, find free study material and flash- 
cards on our official Instagram page.

E-mail: official@languagefluent.com




